Introduction
============

A growing number of studies have reported that mindfulness meditation elicits health benefits, including enhanced attentional processing ([@B17]; [@B31]), cognition ([@B18]; [@B37]), and sensory processing ([@B34]). An important feature of mindfulness is the cultivation of somatically directed attention, as individuals are instructed to attend to their sensory experience, such as the sensations of the flow of the breath ([@B23]). In tandem with these behavioral findings, previous work from our lab and others has demonstrated that training in mindfulness leads to enhanced attentional control over excitability in the primary somatosensory cortex map of the body, as indexed by dynamic control over alpha (7--14 Hz) rhythms in this region ([@B22]).

Tai Chi (TC) is a less well studied contemplative exercise in which practitioners cultivate attention to body sensations during slow movement and static warm-up postures ([@B52]). Derived from a longstanding Chinese martial arts practice, TC is associated with enhancements in both motor and sensory domains, especially in elderly populations. In addition to improved balance and decreased fall risk in the elderly ([@B54]; [@B43]), reduced force variability during complex motor tasks ([@B8]), and efficacy in reducing symptoms related to Parkinson's disease ([@B27]), TC also trains somatosensory perceptual capacities such as proprioception ([@B28]) and tactile acuity in the fingertip ([@B24]) and the foot ([@B40]).

Given TC's emphasis on somatic attention during movement, the observed benefits associated with the practice, and considering our previous finding that mindfulness modulates somatosensory alpha oscillations, here we sought to investigate the effects of TC practice on a sensorimotor parameter, beta (15--30 Hz) oscillatory rhythm coherence, that is related to the sensorimotor alpha rhythm recorded over sensorimotor cortex ([@B21]).

The beta band signal descending from motor cortex to the muscles is thought to play a causal role in synchronizing neural activity both across cortex and the muscles ([@B10]). This signal is referred to as beta corticomuscular coherence (CMC). The signal can also be captured intermuscularly, in recordings of opponent muscles involved in a static, isometric task (i.e., beta intermuscular coherence, IMC; [@B25]; [@B2]). Beta CMC/IMC coherence during an isometric task is thought to temporally align the muscles and regulate force variability ([@B53]). In fact, beta CMC has been found to be inversely correlated with force variability ([@B19]) in normal-aged subjects. However, in aging populations, beta CMC becomes over-expressed and loses its functional relationship to force variability ([@B19]). In other words, although the descending beta CMC signal seems to serve a motor function of reducing force variability in younger populations, this functionality is absent in elderly populations as a consequence of becoming chronically elevated. A further complexity arises from the fact that in a small number of studies beta CMC has been associated with the afferent flow of proprioceptive information from the muscles to the cortex ([@B3]), although the functional significance of this finding remains unclear.

Given that beta IMC is tightly coupled with beta CMC ([@B49]), here we evaluated the effects of TC practice on beta IMC. We hypothesized that TC practice, which has demonstrated sensory and motor benefits in the elderly, would reduce maladaptive age-related increases in muscle network coherence in a population of elderly TC practitioners. Furthermore, we hypothesized that this reduction in beta IMC in a sample of elderly TC practitioners would restore the inverse relationship between force variability and beta coherence found in younger populations. To test these hypotheses, we recorded beta IMC during a low force isometric task in a group of elderly TC practitioners and age-matched elderly controls.

As an exploratory extension of the primary study, we also investigated the effect of TC practice on the rubber hand illusion (RHI), a paradigm designed to test multi-sensory integration via experimental manipulation of visual, tactile, and proprioceptive streams of information ([@B4]). In brief, the RHI involves an experimenter synchronously or asynchronously stroking both the real hand of the subject which is hidden from view, as well as a fake rubber hand placed in front of the subject in clear view. Often, subjects report experiencing altered tactile sensations, as if the sensations were originating from the strokes seen on the rubber hand, and numerous studies report that during the RHI, somatosensory processing is altered ([@B36]; [@B58]; [@B57]). In addition, behavioral measures such as proprioceptive drift, which measures the distance from the perceived location of one's hand to its actual location, have indicated that the illusion induces a perceptual bias toward the concealed, rubber hand \[although this phenomena is not always reproducible ([@B41]; [@B1])\].

Beyond tactile and proprioceptive components of the illusion, the RHI is widely used to study body-ownership and multi sensory processing underlying perception of one's own-body in healthy \[see review ([@B26])\], as well as clinical populations \[e.g., eating disorders ([@B11]), schizophrenia ([@B46]), and chronic pain ([@B35])\]. Given the phenomenological reports in the TC literature of changes in practitioners in the experience of embodiment ([@B51]), we specifically utilized the RHI to investigate long term effects of TC practice on tactile and proprioceptive changes associated with the practice as well as embodiment as in ([@B30]). We hypothesized that since TC practice enhances tactile acuity ([@B24]) and improved tactile acuity is associated with decreased misattribution of tactile sensations to the fake rubber hand ([@B29]), the TC practitioners in our sample will more accurately be able to attribute tactile sensations to the real arm. Furthermore, because TC enhances proprioception ([@B28]; [@B29]), we expected the TC practitioners in our sample to more accurately identify their hand position and thus show decreased proprioceptive drift. In addition, we hypothesized that this decreased perceptual error in tactile acuity and proprioception would result in a reduction of perceived illusory ownership of the rubber hand, as this aspect of the illusion arises from a multisensory integration of vision, proprioception, and touch. Note: the sample of TC practitioners in study 2, recruited from the same TC studio as study 1, was composed of a significantly younger (*p* \< 0.002) cohort of practitioners (64.3 ± 4.7 in study 1; 51.5 ± 14.1 years in study 2).

An important prospective design consideration for both experiments was to consider the effect of cumulative practice experience (measured as self-reported hours of practice). Previous studies have shown cumulative practice can have significant effects on both neural ([@B5]) and behavioral sensorimotor parameters ([@B12]), especially in a group such as the present sample in which there exists considerable variability in practice experience (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Therefore, for study 1, we considered novice and advanced practitioners as separate groups in order to hypothesize that we would see a monotonic decrease in beta IMC with increasing experience: controls \> novice \> advanced (see methods for our description of criteria used to divide the TC group into novice vs. advanced TC).

![**The distribution of TC subjects' cumulative hours of practice experience: the seven subjects whose cumulative hours fall below 1000 h (a measure which multiple studies of contemplative practice ([@B44]; [@B50]; [@B56]) have used to divide novice from advanced practitioners) were considered novice TC, and the remaining eight practitioners were considered advanced TC**.](fnhum-10-00037-g001){#F1}

For study 2, hypotheses were constructed in light of a recent study showing no effect of an embodied contemplative practice (Yoga) on the RHI ([@B9]). Importantly, this null finding did not consider the effect that wide variance in practice experience among the Yoga practitioners (1.5--12 years) might have had on statistical tests of between group differences. In the current investigation, rather than evaluating the difference between a control group and the TC practitioner group, the study tested correlation between cumulative TC practice hours and subjective and objective responses to the RHI. Moreover, rather than evaluating the effects of practice on the overall subjective response to the RHI, the study focused more narrowly on specifically hypothesized sub-components of the RHI response, looking specifically at the tactile and proprioceptive questionnaire items (e.g., **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**, items \#1 and \#4) in addition to the questionnaire item related to subjective ownership responses to the illusion (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**, item \#3). We hypothesized that cumulative TC practice would be associated with (1) reduced responsiveness to a subjective tactile RHI question ("How much does it seem that the touch you are feeling is where you see the rubber hand being stroked?") (2) greater accuracy in proprioceptive judgment of the real arm through reduced objective measures of proprioceptive drift and reduced responsiveness to the subjective proprioception RHI question ("How much does it seem as though you are losing sense of where your own hand is?") and (3) reduced perceived ownership of the rubber hand as determined by responsiveness to the subjective ownership RHI question ("How much does it seem as though the rubber hand is your hand?"). A positive finding would suggest that over time, TC teaches practitioners to maintain connection to tactile/proprioceptive bodily sensations in a manner that may inhibit visual body illusions (e.g., the RHI).

###### 

Five-item questionnaire derived from ([@B29]; [@B16]) to probe subjective aspects of the RHI.

  Rubber Hand Illusion Questionnaire
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  \(1\) How much does it seem that the touch you are feeling is where you see the rubber hand being stroked?
  \(2\) How much does it seem as if you might have more than one left hand?
  \(3\) How much does it seem as though the rubber hand is your hand?
  \(4\) How much does it seem as though you are losing the sense of where your own hand is?
  \(5\) How much does it seem as though you are losing the sense of owning your hand?

Subjects respond with a number from 0 to 6 in response to the question, with lower numbers indicating negative responses and greater numbers indicating positive responses. Study hypotheses focused on TC practitioner responses to the tactile (Q1), ownership (Q3), and proprioceptive (Q4) questionnaire items.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Study 1: Force Variability and Beta IMC
---------------------------------------

### Subjects

Fifteen TC practitioners (64.3 ± 4.7 years, 9 female) from the Brookline Tai Chi studio \[Brookline, MA, see ([@B13]) for details\] and 16 control subjects (61.1 ± 6.0 years, 8 female) from the greater Boston, MA and Providence, RI communities were recruited to take part in this study (see **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Subjects were matched for age (*p* \> 0.05) and education (*p* \> 0.05) and were all right handed. Exclusion criteria for all subjects included the following: chronic arm, wrist, or hand pain in the last 2 years, any other movement or rheumatoid disorder, or recent muscle sprain to the hand, wrist, arm, or shoulder. TC practitioners must have maintained practice for at least three times per week for 12 months. This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the Institutional Review Board at Brown University with written informed consent from all subjects. All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

### Paradigm

Subjects were seated and asked to rest their right hand on a padded surface. Using their right thumb and index finger, subjects were instructed to apply a pinch grip onto a pair of compliant levers (compliance of 0.0167 N/mm) from a custom-built spring loaded lever grip device that included a load cell (A201 series FlexiForce Sensors, Tekscan, Inc. Boston, MA, USA).

In the task, subjects were directed to maintain a low force precision grip of 2 ± 0.03 N to the best of their ability for six separate 40-s trials while being provided with real time visual feedback of their applied force on a computer monitor. In three of the six trials, subjects were asked to attend to the sensory experience of their thumb and index finger, and in the remaining trials no explicit instructions were given (Note: one serious limitation of this approach was that there was no measurement of the efficacy of the subject's attentional shift). Time was kept by an experimentalist, and all trials were monitored for performance. Trials with significant fluctuations in force were excluded in the analysis. Subjects were also initially granted one practice trial to become familiar with the task. An example of the force trace can be seen in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**.

![**(A)** Trace of task-related force variability in a 2-Newton force, 40 s static hold task, is displayed in a sample control, novice TC, and advanced TC subject. Surface electromyography (EMG) recorded from the **(B)** *first dorsal interosseous* (FDI) and the **(C)** *abductor pollicis brevis* (AbPB) muscles of the right hand in a sample control, novice TC, and advanced TC subject. **(D)** Examples of peak beta (15--30 Hz) intermuscular coherences (IMC) in a sample control, novice TC, and advanced TC subject.](fnhum-10-00037-g002){#F2}

### Recordings

Surface electromyography (EMG) was recorded from the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) and the abductor pollicis brevis (AbPB) muscles of the right hand. The electrodes were placed on the belly of each muscle and placement accuracy was assessed using visual inspection of the raw output. EMG signals were amplified and band-pass filtered at 1--200 Hz. Both the EMG and the force readings were digitized with an analog-to-digital converter (Labchart, AD Instruments) at 1,000 samples/s. Prior to analysis, EMG signals and force readings were notch filtered at 60 Hz. Sample EMG traces can be seen in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**.

### Median Split of TC Group into Novice and Advanced Practitioners

An important part of our analysis was to consider prospectively the effects of cumulative TC experience on beta IMC. The basis of this focus on experience comes from several previous studies reporting significant differences even within training groups, specifically between novice and advanced practitioners. This suggests that a simple comparison between controls and TC practitioners would obscure potential relationships. A single test comparing controls, novice practitioners, and advanced practitioners allows us to evaluate both the effects of differences between TC and controls as well as between novice practitioners and advanced practitioners, while at the same time minimizing the number of required statistical tests.

Therefore, the study used a median split to divide the TC group in half in order to test the effect of practice (see **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). A simple division of subjects into three groups (controls, novice TC practitioners, and advanced TC practitioners) allowed us to evaluate the effects of TC practice in relation to two questions: (1) do novice TC practitioners manifest lower beta IMC than controls? and (2) do advanced TC practitioners manifest lower beta IMC than novice TC practitioners?

As there were an odd number of TC subjects (*n* = 15), we took a principled approach to setting the parameters of the median split. The distribution of subject hours showed that the seven subjects with lowest hours fell well below 1000 h, which is a cut-off that multiple studies of contemplative practice ([@B44]; [@B50]; [@B56]) have identified as an important cut point separating two distinct, differentiable groups (i.e., novices vs. advanced). By contrast, the next highest subject (subject 8) reported 1626 practice hours. Thus, based on the principle that expertise emerges in practitioners with more than 1000 h of practice, the TC group was split into seven novice practitioners and eight advanced practitioners.

### Analysis

To carry out the analysis, beta IMC and force variability were computed for each of the three groups: controls (*n* = 16), novice practitioners (*n* = 7), and advanced practitioners (*n* = 8). Data from the six trials of each subject were concatenated together as no significant inter-trial differences were observed between baseline and attention trials, and the magnitude-squared-coherence between the FDI and AbPB signals was calculated using the equation and statistical significance commonly described in the literature ([@B14]; [@B45]). Specifically, a 1024 sample window (frequency resolution = 0.977 Hz), Hanning taper, and 50% overlap were used on de-trended and rectified EMG signals (see **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}** for EMGs and peak beta IMC for typical subjects in each group). Peak coherence values in the beta band (15--30 Hz) were obtained as arc hyperbolic tangent transformed as in ([@B14]; [@B19]).

Force variability was calculated as the root mean square of the absolute difference between the subject's applied force and the constant 2 N target force as in ([@B53]). This measure provides a reliable indicator of the error between the target force and the applied force, and therefore a measure of the variability with which subjects could maintain a static hold.

Because of the study's small sample sizes all statistical tests were performed using non-parametric statistics as suggested by [@B33]. A further rationale for non-parametric tests comes from the fact that beta IMC has a highly non-normal distribution (determined in our sample with the Lilliefors test), as is commonly observed in the literature ([@B25]; [@B19]). Thus, the non-parametric Kruskal--Wallis test was used to compare beta IMC and force variability in controls, novice practitioners, and advanced practitioners (see **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). The Spearman correlation coefficient was used to assess the relationship between force variability and beta IMC (see **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). Because an important element of our hypothesis concerns the difference in the relationship between beta IMC and force variability in TC versus control subjects, we also evaluated the difference between Spearman correlation coefficients between the two groups in their respective correlations of beta IMC and force variability using procedures derived from ([@B38]; see **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). To summarize the statistical plan for study 1, we first carried out a 1-way test of significance for the three-group comparison using a non-parametric Kruskal--Wallis with the plan, in the case of significance, of following up with paired comparisons, using the non-parametric Mann--Whitney test to conduct the following tests: Control vs. Novice TC, Control vs. Advanced TC, and Novice TC vs. Advanced TC for a total of three planned comparisons. To account for the effect of multiple tests, significance in both the beta IMC and force variability group analyses were Bonferroni corrected with significance specified as *p* = 0.0167 (e.g., 0.05/3).

![**(A)** Comparison of beta IMC across three groups (controls, novice practitioners, and advanced practitioners) shows novice TC have significantly higher beta IMC than advanced practitioners (^∗∗^*p* \< 0.005) and controls (^∗∗^*p* \< 0.005) while there is no difference between controls and entire TC group or between controls and advanced TC. **(B)** Comparison of force variability across three groups (controls, novice practitioners, and advanced practitioners) shows no significant differences between groups (*p* \> 0.05), although advanced practitioners manifest a trend toward a significant difference as compared with novice practitioners (*p* \< 0.1). In both plots, error bars display ±1 SEM.](fnhum-10-00037-g003){#F3}

![**Relationship between beta IMC and force variability in Controls and TC subjects **(A)** TC subjects showed no significant correlation between beta IMC and force variability (Spearman's *rho* = 0.457, *p* \> 0.05) although a trend was present (*p* \< 0.1). (B)** Control subjects showed no significant correlation between beta IMC and force variability (Spearman's *rho* = -0.468, *p* \> 0.05) although a trend was present (*p* \< 0.1). The difference between the two correlation coefficients is significant (*p* \< 0.01). Note: for purposes of display, data are shown here as log-transformed, while all statistical analysis was performed on non-transformed data (since tests used were non-parametric).](fnhum-10-00037-g004){#F4}

Study 2: Tactile and Proprioceptive Components of the RHI
---------------------------------------------------------

### Subjects

Fifteen TC practitioners (51.5 ± 14.1 years, 6 female) were recruited from the Brookline Tai Chi School in order to conduct the RHI task (Note: seven subjects in study 2 also participated in study 1) As in the beta IMC study, exclusion criteria for all subjects included the following: chronic arm, wrist, or hand pain in the last 2 years; any other movement or rheumatoid disorder; or recent muscle sprain to the hand, wrist, arm, or shoulder. TC practitioners must have maintained practice for at least three times per week for 12 months. All subjects gave informed consent to participate in this study in accordance with the Institutional Review Board of Brown University.

### Paradigm

Subjects were seated in front of a two-compartment box that was open on the front and back such that they could place their hand inside the box. One compartment was covered by opaque black Plexiglas, and subjects were instructed to place their right hand inside this compartment such that it was hidden from view. The other compartment was transparent and positioned directly in front of the subject's chest, and a realistic looking rubber arm was placed inside of it facing the same direction as the subject's real, hidden arm, such that the rubber hand was placed eight inches laterally from the subject's midline.

During the task, subjects were told to maintain their gaze fixed on the rubber arm. The experimenter sat across from the subject and, using both index fingers, stroked digits two to four of both the subject and the rubber arm either synchronously or asynchronously at 0.5--1 Hz. This tactile stimulation lasted 2 min, and the order of synchronous and asynchronous trials was randomized. In asynchronous trials, strokes on the real arm occurred with a 180-degree offset to strokes of the rubber arm.

Following stimulation, subjects were administered a five item questionnaire derived from ([@B29]; [@B16]), which probed subjective aspects of the illusion (see **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). The experimenter read the questions aloud and prompted subjects to respond with a number from zero to six indicating their response to the question, with lower numbers indicating negative responses and greater numbers indicating positive responses. Additionally, an objective measure of susceptibility to the illusion, proprioceptive drift, was quantified by placing a ruler extending across the two-compartment box and asking participants under which number they felt their index finger rested. In order to blind the subject to any bias about his/her sense of where the hand ought to be located, the ruler was then shifted slightly such that the numbers seen by the participant were also shifted, and the subject was again asked to judge where their index finger rested beneath the ruler. This shifting and measurement was repeated one additional time, and proprioceptive drift was calculated as the mean difference between the actual location of the participant's index finger and the participant's three reported values.

### Analysis

To answer the question of whether TC cumulative practice was inversely associated with responses to somatosensory components of the RHI (e.g., tactile and proprioceptive responses) in addition to perceived illusory body ownership, we utilized a brief questionnaire assembled by [@B16] in an earlier study, focusing especially on responses to item \#1 ("How much does it seem that the touch you are feeling is where you see the rubber hand being stroked?"), item \#3 ("How much does it seem as the rubber hand is your hand?"), and item \#4 ("How much does it seem as though you are losing sense of where your hand is?").

We carried out non-parametric Spearman correlations between cumulative TC practice hours and the these three questions in the questionnaire (see **Figures [5A--C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). We also carried out a non-parametric Spearman correlation between TC practice hours and an objective measure of proprioception in the RHI, proprioceptive drift (see **Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). In study 2, since each of the two tests reflected a separate *a priori* hypothesis that focused on a separate statistical parameter, no correction for multiple comparisons was required. Therefore statistical significance was taken to be *p* = 0.05.

![**(A)** Cumulative TC practice hours are inversely correlated with subjective -- tactile response to the RHI (Response to question \#1: "How much does it seem that the touch you are feeling is where you see the rubber hand being stroked?" Spearman's *rho* = -0.514, ^∗^*p* \< 0.05). **(B)** Cumulative TC practice hours are not correlated with subjective -- ownership responses to the RHI (Response to question \#3: "How much does it seem as the rubber hand is your hand?" Spearman's *rho* = -0.438, *p* \> 0.05). **(C)** Cumulative TC practice hours are not correlated with subjective -- proprioceptive responses to the RHI (Response to question \#4: "How much does it seem as though you are losing sense of where your own hand is?" Spearman's *rho* = -0.161, *p* \> 0.05). **(D)** Relationship between cumulative TC practice hours and objective measure of proprioceptive drift in response to RHI (Spearman's *rho* = 0.288, *p* \> 0.05) is non-significant.](fnhum-10-00037-g005){#F5}

Results
=======

Study 1: Beta IMC
-----------------

To test the hypothesis that across the three groups, increasing levels of TC experience would be associated with decreasing levels of beta IMC, we compared beta IMC in controls, novice TC, and advanced TC using the Kruskal--Wallis non-parametric one-way ANOVA, and found a significant main effect of group (*p* \< 0.05; **Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). As a follow-up, four non-parametric Mann--Whitney tests were conducted and revealed a significant difference (Bonferroni corrected to *p* = 0.0167) between novice and advanced TC (*p* \< 0.005). Novice TC also showed significantly greater beta IMC than controls (*p* \< 0.005), resulting in an inverted U-shaped effect of TC experience on beta IMC. As an additional comparison, using the Mann--Whitney, we also determined that there was no difference between controls and the overall TC group or between controls and advanced TC (*p* \> 0.05).

To test the hypothesis that across the three groups, increasing levels of TC experience would be associated with decreasing levels of force variability, we compared force variability in controls, novice TC, and advanced TC using the Kruskal--Wallis non-parametric one-way ANOVA, and found no significant difference between groups (*p* \> 0.05; **Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). However, it is worth noting that advanced TC practitioners manifested a trend toward significantly reduced force variability when compared to novices (*p* \< 0.1), but not controls (*p* \> 0.1).

To characterize the relationship between beta IMC and force variability in controls vs. TC practitioners, we calculated the non-parametric Spearman correlation coefficient (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). No significant correlation was observed between beta IMC and force variability in TC subjects (Spearman's *rho* = 0.457, *p* \> 0.05) or between beta IMC and force variability in controls (Spearman's *rho* = -0.468, *p* \> 0.05). However, using an approach described in [@B38], we evaluated the statistical significance of the difference between the two correlation coefficients and found there was a significant difference between the positive correlation in TC and the negative correlation found in Controls (*p* \< 0.01).

Study 2: Tactile and Proprioceptive Components of the RHI
---------------------------------------------------------

We examined the effects of TC practice on tactile and proprioceptive elements of the RHI. In assessing the tactile components of the illusion using a non-parametric Spearman correlation, we found an inverse relationship between cumulative TC practice hours and responses to the tactile question on our administered questionnaire ("How much does it seem that the touch you are feeling is where you see the rubber hand being stroked?"; Spearman's *rho* = -0.514, *p* \< 0.05; **Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) with a median response of 2 and an interquartile range (IQR) from 0 to 5. We found no relationship between cumulative TC practice hours and responses to the question of body ownership ("How much does it seem as the rubber hand is your hand?"; Spearman's *rho* = -0.438, *p* \> 0.05) (**Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) with a median response of 4 and an IQR from 0.25 to 4.75, or to the question of proprioception ("How much does it seem as though you are losing sense of where your hand is?"; Spearman's *rho* = -0.161, *p* \> 0.05; **Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) with a median response of 1 and an IQR from 0 to 3. We also tested this correlation in an objective measure associated with proprioception, proprioceptive drift, and found there was no relationship between this metric and cumulative practice hours (Spearman's *rho* = 0.288, *p* \> 0.05; **Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**).

Discussion
==========

Contrary to our initial hypothesis of a monotonic decrease in beta IMC with increasing TC experience, we found an inverted U-shaped effect of TC practice on beta IMC, in which novice practitioners presented with greater beta IMC than both controls and advanced practitioners. Furthermore, we found that TC significantly altered the relationship between beta IMC and force variability in our elderly sample, although not as expected based on studies in younger, healthy subjects (where higher beta is associated with better task performance; [@B53]; [@B19]). In addition, TC practice elicited enhanced subjective maintenance of ongoing tactile awareness during the RHI, although we did not find a direct modulation of the subjective experience of proprioception or body ownership or an objective measure of proprioceptive drift.

The Effect of TC on Beta IMC
----------------------------

Our data suggest that TC affects beta IMC in a more complex manner than initially predicted. Rather than a linear decrease in beta IMC with increasing TC experience, there is an initial surge of beta IMC in novice practitioners that returns to levels equivalent to those seen in elderly controls with additional practice hours (see **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). In this study we found that even the most inexperienced practitioners with only dozens of hours of practice showed significantly elevated beta IMC, possibly indicating that TC training elicits changes in neurophysiological function from very early in the practice. This finding suggests that neural pathways accessed by TC training may be utilized differently as practitioners' levels of expertise increase. The timeframe of the initial increase in beta IMC seen in novices is consistent with motor benefits of TC reported in 12 weeks randomized controlled trial interventions \[see, for example, ([@B7]) and these benefits have been found to be maintained in studies of long term practitioners ([@B47])\]. The inverted U-shaped curve has also been observed in previous studies of contemplative practice ([@B5]) and other forms of language and motor learning ([@B39]). However, it is still unclear why these pathways, specifically beta IMC, are modulated in this way.

One possible explanation for this observed trajectory of an initial surge followed by a decrease to normal levels in beta IMC in TC practitioners, is the increasingly replicated finding that beta oscillations and beta coherence are associated with not only motor but also sensory function. Coherent activity in the beta band has been observed between muscle spindles and cortex ([@B3]) and granger causality analyses ([@B6]) have revealed ascending directionality in the beta band from muscles to cortex in addition to the descending cortical to muscular control. Beta power in somatosensory cortex ([@B20]) as well as in the muscles ([@B49]) has also been found to predict tactile detection. These findings support the theory that beta oscillations integrate both efferent motor and afferent sensory flows of information.

Given this emerging literature, our prior hypothesis of a monotonic decrease in beta IMC may not have accounted for beta's sensory role. Taking this sensory role into account, the emphasis on somatic attention during movement in TC may shift the balance between efferent and afferent flows of sensorimotor information in beginners, while in advanced practitioners it may alter the functional significance of beta IMC to expand its ability to play a role in more efficiently filtering not only motor but also sensory information. Perhaps the initial rise in beta IMC in novice TC practitioners represents an effortful transformation in attending to afferent sensory experience, as opposed to motor experience as in controls, and with more practice this unique somatic attention becomes ingrained and more subtly and flexibly engages peripheral beta feedback loops. In other words, sensorimotor attention in TC may train efferent-afferent feedback loops and enhance the ability of beta oscillations to filter sensory and motor information, similar to the way mindfulness enhances the ability of alpha oscillations to filter somatosensory information in cortex ([@B23]).

Partial support for this theory lies in the opposing correlations observed between beta IMC and force variability in our TC practitioners and controls. Although non-significant, in TC practitioners there was a trend toward lower force variability (i.e., better performance) being associated with *lower beta IMC*, while in controls the opposite relationship was observed, with a trend toward better task performance and lower force variability being associated with *higher beta IMC* (see **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). One possible explanation for this contrast could be due to the specific manner in which TC utilizes beta IMC. In this context of TC practice, perhaps lower levels of beta IMC permit more reliable transmission of tactile and proprioceptive information, allowing advanced TC practitioners to engage with their sensory experience with heightened awareness of somatic sensation.

More rigorous studies utilizing electroencephalography (EEG), granger causality, and integrated sensory and motor tasks must be conducted to fully examine these hypotheses, but nonetheless the data presented here provide preliminary evidence for a complex effect of TC practice on neurophysiological indices underlying sensorimotor function, such as beta IMC. Additionally, the data suggests that future studies should investigate the clinical role of TC training in Parkinson's patients, a motor disorder characterized by maladaptive beta oscillations ([@B15]).

The Effect of TC on the RHI
---------------------------

As hypothesized, we found that with greater experience, TC practitioners were less likely to misattribute the location of the tactile stimulation on their real, hidden hand to the visible, rubber hand (**Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). This result suggests that TC practice is associated with subjective reports of enhanced ongoing awareness of one's own tactile afferent processes, and is also consistent with previous findings of enhanced tactile acuity in TC ([@B24]). However, we did not find a similar effect in an objective measure of proprioception, proprioceptive drift (**Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). We also observed null findings in additional subjective measures, e.g., body ownership (**Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) and proprioception (**Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**).

Taken together, these findings suggest that certain practices, such as TC observed here, may train distinct components of the RHI. Previous findings have already demonstrated that these components that are often considered together actually make up distinct responses that are not always directly correlated (e.g., proprioceptive drift and sense of ownership experience ([@B41]; [@B1]). In this study we found that TC practice exerted specific effects on tactile and not proprioceptive subjective experience in the RHI. One possible interpretation of these findings is that there may exist a tradeoff between an improved sense of proprioception and enhanced plasticity, and given prior evidence that TC practice induced plastic changes in specifically tactile acuity ([@B24]), our sample of TC practitioners may lack proprioceptive benefits. Additionally, as predicted by Bayesian causal inference models ([@B26]; [@B42]) this increased tactile awareness (or reduced perceptual error) in our sample of TC practitioners may affect the overall sense of illusory body ownership. However, more rigorous examination of the individual factors thought to underlie the RHI must be conducted in TC practitioners in order to support these claims.

The present study's results suggest TC may alter the RHI in highly specific and subtle ways that an undifferentiated approach to the RHI may miss. The specificity of this data may also explain the negative finding seen in a prior study of RHI and yoga ([@B9]), which did not consider the different components of the illusion separately but instead evaluated yoga's effect on a compounded, scored measure. Additional future directions should include studies correlating basic sensorimotor beta rhythm network coherence and higher-order RHI in order to more fully understand the possible relation between these two variables. Early reports suggest beta rhythm transmission from motor areas may enable the multisensory perceptual processes that underlie the RHI \[see for example ([@B32])\].

Despite their exploratory nature, these data may provide some clues about how to model sensorimotor mechanisms underlying TC's efficacy in enhancing sensorimotor function, especially in the elderly. Specifically, these data suggest that, given the strong difference we found between novices and advanced TC beta IMC, there may be developmental phases over the course of TC practice such that novices may be using very different sensorimotor neural processes than those who have undertaken more than 1000 h of practice. More data collected on the behavioral changes and experiential self-reports of practitioners across the developmental span of expertise would be very helpful. Moreover, what the RHI data suggest is that there may be definitive shifts across this developmental span in which practitioners undergo changes in "embodiment" e.g., enhanced sensory and motor processing elicited by increased somatic attention during practice. In other words, practitioners' experiences of somatic attention and sensory and motor performances may shift over time; the current study's focus on the significant effects of practice over time may shed light on TC as a modality for retraining basic sensorimotor neural substrates (e.g., beta rhythm network coherence) and higher-order multisensory body representation (e.g., specific aspects of the RHI).

Considered from a more theoretical perspective, the correlation of TC practice with the self-reported maintenance of tactile awareness during the RHI provides partial support for an intriguing hypothesis derived from some sources in the TC instructional literature ([@B52]). The hypothesis states that over time, cumulative TC practice may mechanistically move practitioners toward a more unified, less fragmented and more "spacious" sense of their own internal bodily experience, which is sometimes described by practitioners' use of highly qualitative words such as "presence" or a sense of energy in the body, sometimes referred to by the Chinese term "qi" ([@B55]). The broader implications of these ideas are beyond the scope of this exploratory study. However, further investigation of the experience of TC practitioners, utilizing qualitative tools recently used in studies of the phenomenology of the RHI ([@B48]) could be a productive and important avenue for future research.

Limitations
-----------

This study has several important limitations, some of which are quite prominent.

First, in study 1, the data are cross-sectional so self-selection confounds and spurious causative agents cannot be ruled out and although there is an age-matched control group, the study does not use the highest type of control condition which would also control for practice-related activity (e.g., would compare TC to some other type of activity-focused group such as "tango dancers" in order to rule out the effects of group-related physical and mental practice activity). In addition, it is important to note that the samples sizes are also too small in our study of beta IMC and force variability (*n* = 31) and the RHI (*n* = 15) to draw definitive conclusions and should be replicated in larger samples.

Second, an important limitation in our study of beta IMC is that beta IMC is not identical to beta CMC, although the two measures are highly related ([@B25]; [@B49]). In order to adequately investigate the involvement of cortex in the hypothesized body awareness mechanism a more rigorous methodology using EEG-EMG and directed coherence analyses between primary somatosensory cortex, primary motor cortex, and the muscles must be conducted.

Third, a key limitation in our investigation of the RHI is that we did not compare TC with a control group so we cannot say whether TC practice is associated with decreased subjective tactile responses to the RHI when comparing TC practitioners to normal controls.

Conclusion
==========

We found that TC practice modulates beta IMC in an inverted U -- shaped trajectory, where novice TC practitioners manifest a sharp increase in beta IMC as compared with controls that with increasing practice again returns to levels equivalent to controls as practitioners become more advanced. This finding suggests that TC practice elicits complex changes in sensory and motor processes over the developmental lifespan of TC training. Additionally, the inverse association between beta IMC and force variability typically observed in healthy, younger populations actually showed a trend in the opposite direction in our TC population, such that higher levels of beta IMC actually indicated higher force variability (i.e., worse task performance) in this group. Finally, we found that with increasing experience, TC practitioners were less likely to misattribute a touch on their hand during the RHI to the fake rubber hand. At the same time, however, we found no significant relationship between cumulative TC experience and proprioceptive drift or sense of body ownership.

While the results of this investigation must be approached with caution, given that the two experiments used cross-sectional design, small sample sizes, and based all analysis on EMG measures, this study provides preliminary validation for a theoretical model in which TC practice enhances filtering of sensorimotor information through peripheral feedback beta rhythm efferent-afferent loops and alters awareness of tactile sensations during the RHI. This work is the first to examine TC practice at not only the level of sensorimotor information processing but also the level of integrated body awareness. The findings presented here may help to shed light on the mechanisms underlying the widespread benefits observed with TC in symptoms associated with aging and difficult illnesses such as Parkinson's disease.
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